
NBK HQ goes orange to 
support 16 days of activism 
against gender-based 
violence campaign 
KUWAIT: NBK Headquarters lit up in orange for the Interna-
tional Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, which
is on November 25 every year.

The 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence is
an annual international campaign that kicks off on 25 November,
the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against
Women, and runs until 10 December, Human Rights Day. The
global theme for this year’s 16 Days of Activism against Gender-
Based Violence, is “Orange the world: End violence against
women now!”

General Secretariat of the Supreme Council for Planning and
Development (SCPD), in collaboration with Soropritmist Inter-
national Kuwait, launched the campaign in Kuwait. NBK has a
long tradition-supporting social and community oriented activ-
ities. This initiative is part of the bank’s efforts to achieve the
sustainable development goals, which considers women empow-

erment one of the main pillars. It is worth mentioning that NBK
was proactive in signing the Women Empowerment Principles
(WEPS) on the United Nations website. NBK considers sustain-
ability an integral part of its success. To maximize the impact of
its practices, NBK aligned its strategic focus areas with the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, Kuwait’s Na-
tional Development Plan and the Global reporting Standards.

It’s worth mentioning that Kuwait established the legislation
against domestic violence in alignment with the Sustainable De-
velopment Goal on gender equality and Kuwait Vision 2030.
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WASHINGTON: Americans are spending their way
into the holiday season, while jobless claims have
fallen to historic lows, new data showed Wednesday-
offering some respite for President Joe Biden as he
steers the recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic
amid soaring inflation.

The raft of surveys paint a picture of a country
where companies are increasingly holding on to staff
while workers are channeling their paychecks to busi-
nesses across the world’s largest economy, all while
dealing with the uncertainty posed by rapid price in-
creases. In a landmark for the labor market, new filings
for jobless benefits last week dropped below their
level before the pandemic struck, plunging to a low
not hit since 1969, the government said.

Meanwhile, spending and incomes both rose more
than expected last month-though prices also in-
creased five percent compared to October 2020,
their biggest jump since November 1990.

Biden cheered the employment data, saying in a
statement that it signaled a “historic jobs recovery”
and that “more Americans are getting back to work,
and more Americans have money in their pockets.”
Spending and incomes have also climbed above pre-
pandemic levels thanks in part to massive spending
measures enacted in Washington, Gregory Daco of
Oxford Economics said.

“As we look forward to Thanksgiving, there is
much to be thankful for in this fiscally-stimulated re-
covery,” he said in a note, referring to the Thursday
holiday. “Still, the recovery process isn’t complete,
with spending on services well below its pre-pan-
demic trend, and the transition from public- to pri-
vate-driven growth will be delicate.”

‘Quirk’ behind jobless drop 
The US economy has come a long way since

March 2020, when the beginning of what would be-
come the world’s largest COVID-19 outbreak caused
more than 20 million people to lose their jobs. Weekly
filings for unemployment benefits shot into the millions
before leveling off for much of the year. Their retreat
to levels nearer those seen before the pandemic only
came in 2021, with the release of COVID-19 vaccines.

The latest data from the Labor Department brings
the closely watched metric of job market health back
below where it was on the week of March 14, 2020
before the layoffs began. But analysts were suspi-
cious. Claims decreased by 71,000 from the week
prior and hit a level not seen for generations, which
Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon Macroeconomics at-
tributed to a “seasonal adjustment quirk” that “will
substantially reverse next week.” “That said, the trend
in claims is clearly falling,” he wrote in an analysis. 

Spending through inflation 
Even as the economy has rebounded, Biden has

seen his approval ratings fall in recent months, in part
due to the spike in inflation. Personal consumption ex-
penditures (PCE) data released by the Commerce
Department outlined the extent of last month’s in-
creases, with energy prices up 30.2 percent from Oc-
tober 2020 while food prices were 4.8 percent higher.
PCE is the preferred inflation gauge of the Federal
Reserve, which has pledged to keep its interest rate
at zero for longer to maximize employment as the
economy recovers. Minutes from the most recent
meeting of their policy-setting committee released
Wednesday showed some officials worrying the price

increases were accelerating, and urged swifter action
to end the central bank’s stimulus measures.

Despite the inflation wave, the government data
showed spending exceeded analysts’ forecasts with
a 1.3 percent gain, while incomes climbed by a more-
than-expected 0.5 percent. The latter was due to in-
creasing wages and gains from assets, the data
showed, and undercut by the tapering of government
benefit payments, likely due to the expiry of pandemic
aid programs.

Consumers directed their spending towards both
goods and services, the report said. Much of the

$123.8 billion increase in goods spending went to
motor vehicles and parts, while international travel
was a component of the $90.5 billion increase in serv-
ices spending that was felt across sectors. Rubeela
Farooqi of High Frequency Economics said the data
were a good omen for overall growth in the last quar-
ter of the year, but warned of “some risk from rising
infections and broken supply chains that could be dis-
ruptive during the holiday season.” The economy’s re-
covery this year was dented in the third quarter by
the Delta wave of COVID-19 infections, which again
snarled businesses. —AFP

Respite for Biden as US layoff 
wave ebbs, spending ramps up

Biden steers recovery from pandemic amid soaring inflation

WASHINGTON: In this file photo taken on November 11, 2021 a shopper walks past turkeys displayed for sale
in a grocery store ahead of the Thanksgiving holiday in Los Angeles, California. —AFP

Chinese city eases 
rules for developers 
amid cash crunch
BEIJING: The Chinese city of Chengdu has announced measures
to make it easier for developers to sell properties, making it the first
to loosen restrictions on the sector that has come under intense
pressure following a debt crackdown by Beijing. The announcement
comes after several real estate companies-led by industry giant
China Evergrande-were plunged into financial crisis in the past
year after China embarked on a regulatory drive to bring an end to
speculation and leverage.

That left them struggling to meet their debt obligations owing
to the fact they could not offload properties or borrow more cash.
But on Wednesday, the southwestern city said it would speed up
approvals for home sales and property loans, while easing restric-
tions on the use of pre-sales proceeds. The move makes the capital
of Sichuan province the first to address problems developers are
facing, as officials face growing pressure to take control of a crisis
some fear could hammer the crucial property sector. —AFP


